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Consensus-based Final Expanded Tsunami WEA Messages

Stakeholders representing National Weather Service regions and forecast offices and state/territory
emergency management agencies (through the National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program) met by
conference call on Thursday, February 14, 2019. 72 stakeholders had signed up for the call; 30 shared
thoughts or ideas during the call.

The stakeholders reviewed public comments related to the tsunami message that were sent to the
National Weather Service during open public comment period (November 30 - December 31, 2018).

The results of the discussion were consensus approval of the following longer messages for Tsunami
WEA:

The National Weather Service has issued a
TSUNAMI WARNING. A series of powerful waves
and strong currents may impact coasts near
you. You are in danger. Get away from coastal
waters. Move to high ground or inland now. Keep
away from the coast until local officials say it is
safe to return.

Without accented characters:

El Servicio Nacional de Meteorologia ha emitido
un AVISO DE TSUNAMI. Olas y corrientes fuertes
pueden afectar costas cercanas. Su vida esta en
peligro. Alejarse de aguas costeras. Moverse
ahora a un lugar alto o tierra adentro.
Mantenerse alejado hasta que las autoridades
locales indiquen que es seguro regresar.

With accented characters:

El Servicio Nacional de Meteorología ha emitido
un AVISO DE TSUNAMI. Olas y corrientes fuertes
pueden afectar costas cercanas. Está en peligro.
Aléjese de aguas costeras. Muévase ahora a un
lugar alto o tierra adentro. Manténgase alejado
hasta que las autoridades locales indiquen que
es seguro regresar.

English: 290 characters. Spanish: 313 characters (no accented); 304 characters (accented)

The only difference between what was developed and submitted for public comment and the finalized
messages was to remove the last sentence that said, “Check local media for more information after
you are safe” or “Verifique información oficial una vez esté seguro.”

The rationale for this decision is as follows (not verbatim notes, but highlights from discussion that led
to this decision):
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Checking for more information (local media, local officials, etc.)

NWS Management requires removal of the word “local” so as not to exclude the larger Weather
Enterprise.
On doing that, the statement “check media for more information” becomes generally useless. It
does not make people more safe.
Evidence-based research by Mileti, Sorensen, Sutton, Dynes, Quarantelli, Lindell, Wenger, and
Drabek, have confirmed that regardless of information included in emergency messaging (such
as a WEA), people will look for more information anyway from any source available to them.
Those sources include media (local, national, cable, internet-provided), local officials (mayor,
law enforcement, fire, emergency management, trusted friends, neighbors, and others). So
recommending to “check for more information” adds more words that don't necessarily help or
improve safety. People are going to look for more information anyway and go where they will
for that information regardless of what the NWS (or anyone else) tells them. (This is called
“milling” and is explained in Dennis Mileti's Keynote address to the NTHMP on January 30,
2019.)
There are three schools of thought on what to say about checking for information:
(1) Local media – not always the best source of information. Some local emergency managers
do not want instructions to check with “local media” because, in their opinion, “local media” get
information wrong and may provide information that can cause confusion, or worse, cause
people to remain in harm's way or make misinformed decisions.
(2) Local officials – nobody really knows who a “local official” is. It varies by interpretation and
custom from locality to locality across the United States and the world. Some local elected
officials have said, “don't refer them to me; I may not know.” Some local response officials
(police, fire, emergency management) have said, “during an event, I'm too busy responding;
don't refer them to our office.”
(3) Telling people to “check for information” must follow after getting to safety. Any delay by
searching for information before getting out of harm's way could be life-threatening. There are
some who have an opinion that even mentioning “check for more information” regardless of the
phrase's position in a sentence could cause a delay of getting to a safe place.
The tsunami WEA message already says “Keep away from the coast until local officials say it is
safe to return.” The stakeholders agreed that ending the longer WEA message with that
sentence was appropriately strong and should end it there.

Some other comments from the discussion with stakeholders:

Consistency with other hazards and respective WEA messages

NWS WEA messages for other hazards generally recommend “check for more information” or
“check media” at the end of their proposed longer messages. Is tsunami possibly doing
something inconsistent? The Tsunami Service Program will share our stakeholder's
recommendations with the other teams to request they review what we're doing and determine
if they may wish to adopt it for their message.
Dennis Mileti was asked to review this by Rocky Lopes, and said in an email on February 15,
“Rocky, I think it's great to have 'you are in danger' in your message – more clear and
actionable than saying 'life-threatening condition' which is rather nebulous.”
Considering the positive feedback on the Tsunami team's bold statement, “You are in danger,”
while other NWS WEA messages say, “this is a life-threatening condition,” the Tsunami team
recommends that other hazard teams consider using “you are in danger” instead of the longer
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multisyllabic “life-threatening condition” phrase.
Any decision on message content for other hazards rests with the respective hazard service
program (Severe, Public, Tropical, Water.)

Sequence of Wording in WEA Message

When reviewing unsolicited rewrites of public comments, some on the tsunami stakeholder's
group noted that the phrase “you are in danger” was made second after indicating the source
of the message (NWS). Question was asked about whether we should consider moving that
phrase from third to second sentence.
Answer: careful research results were followed from Hazards and Protective Actions Sequence
Matrix: Comprehensive Testing of Imminent Threat Public Messages for Mobile Devices that
confirmed the message sequence we are using is what is recommended by evidence-based
social science. Also, other NWS hazards are following these message sequencing
recommendations.

Discussion on shortening the message to 290 characters (English) 304 characters
(Spanish)

Having a shorter expanded WEA is good, as long as it does its job, which is to provide an alert to
the public that something bad is happening and they need to pay attention and do something.
Every WEA-enabled device renders information differently. Some devices may require scrolling
to see an entire longer WEA. Some may reduce font size to force a message to appear on one
screen, and a longer message may be in such a small size that some people will not be able to
read it. So a “shorter longer” message may help overcome some technological problems that
will vary by device and evolution of software and technology.
Reaffirm again, FEMA has said that if a device cannot receive the longer WEA message that it
will default to displaying the previously-approved and currently enabled 90-character message:

English:

NWS: Tsunami danger on the coast. Move to
high ground or inland now.

Spanish:

SNM: Peligro de tsunami. Vaya a un lugar alto o
tierra adentro ahora.

Summary

The longer message shown above is considered the Tsunami Program's final version of its expanded
longer WEA message and is submitted to NWS Management with a recommendation and request to
approve it.
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